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scram scrammunism. scrammunism

It tilts. Slightly. In-cab camera doesn't tilt, so you're keeping your head perfectly level while the train tilts...

Other than that, it looks like an ICE-3, it sounds like an ICE-3, it operates like an ICE-3. If you already have the ICE-3, don't
bother with the ICE-T unless you're really keen on the subtle difference. If you don't have the ICE-3, you might as well get the
ICE-T. It has AFB and LZB.. Pretty spooky, and frequently groovy. Not recommended to anyone who hates droning or wobbly
synths.

  Lucky for me, I'm rather fond of both. And did I detect a tiny bit of a John Carpenter influence somewhere in there (mainly
the track which sounds a bit Big Trouble in Little China)? Nice.

Verdict: 8.5\/10.. Well, I really like this game, for sure: no crosshair on sniper rifles when aiming, random guys jumping in the
wall, and still enjoying!!! 0/0 IGN Buano Notte! EDIT: after restarting my PC, I finally have a crosshair on my sniper rifle! But,
sadly, it doesn't change the fact that the game is boring, and I forgot to mention that if you jump, you take a screenshot via
Steam o.O What the hell, I don't even ask.... I just played this game and had a blast. Even though the "zombies" are just
cardboard cutouts, it's so fun killing zombie after zombie. The haptic feedback and sound is satisfying when you kill one, and
it's really awesome when you unlock new guns and manage to get to further waves.
There's a bunch of different modes as well as maps, so you don't get bored as easily. Definitely worth picking up.. Game is a
little hard to grasp in the beginning. And of course that's what you want... This is great, I can sense the cool challenges ahead and
some learning curves to overcome. Game is very smooth with nice explosive graphics that are quite rewarding. Watch the hours
accumulate on this one and stand by for a further review!. A E S T H E T I C
seriously a fun game and vaporwave af. great soundtrack, fun memes. Obviously people who aren't into the aesthetic won't like
this as much as me, but as someone who makes vaporwave music and edits i love this game.. Worth exactly the $2.5 I paid for
it... buggy and not polished at all:
- Line of sight is really awful
- Camera is buggy, stuff that doesn't bring any value to the game gets in the way of seeing other things (transparency???)
- On enemy's turn, the camera moves in a chaotic way, just leave it...
- The sniper is worthless, misses more shots that it makes even when having a 79% chance to hit
- Elevated position does not bring any advantage
- Line of fire is sometimes blocked by own cover
- Point blank misses
- Cannot equip secondary rifle?
- Soldier is in team but invisible in the Landing pad
- Absolutely no variance in weapons / equipment at first, it kills the joy of playing
- UI is not polished
- Loading times take longer than play time

Too bad, it could have hat a lot of potential
do not recommend for more than $2.5.... I came primarily for Siddhartha Barnhoorn's awesome ambient music, but the rest of
the game is good as well. It's a relatively minimalist puzzle\/stealth\/atmospheric game.

NB for those not playing with a dual-stick controller, it's gonna be a real coordination challenge....unless I'm mistaken and it's a
challenge regardless. Either way, even if you don't have dyslexia this game will make you feel like you're playing with it!

Judging by the achievements seen and my playtime so far, I estimate this game lasts roughly 2\u00bd hours....

...and that's exactly how long it lasted for me.. Well, I'm pretty disappointed in this game, considering the price of $19.99. I LOVE
board games, and I thought this one sounded great! I ignored the other reviews, thinking "those people don't love board games as
much as I do. And this one has smart girls? It sounds AWESOME!!! And mini-games are always a fun little challenge."

I was wrong. This is literally just four mini-games over and over and over and over again. (There is a story in the background, but
the "story" doesn't really make any sense, and adds nothing to the game). The worst part is that the mini-games are NOT fun. They
consist of: 1) Pick from a list of 'comebacks' to something another girl says. 2) Bluff about how good your poker hand is. No, you
don't play poker. They deal you a hand, and you bet on how good it is. That's it. 3) Guess some missing words in a sentence, and 4)
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try to find a random pattern, using trial-and-error.

This game would be worth about $2.99. NOT $19.99. I'm so disappointed.. Awesome outfit and when she runs her boobs dangle
from side to side, what an experience it is!!! Simply Priceless!!! I hope ther was a way to eat that banana and bit off those
strawberries from those sexy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665..mmmmm....dress made
me\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665thrice !!!
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Super awkward controls, awful shooting, but for some reason I had fun playing it.
I think the pace serves the game well and the low price tag means I don't feel ripped off.
Not bad.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/Esg4HjfkZK0. highly recommended for Real Time Strategy seekers. No. Just no.. This is quite literally,
bullet hell. You'll be tossed in the middle of a bullet storm and I'm not sure about difficulty levels past Easy but the lowest
setting is hell itself.

That said, this game is worth your time if you're a veteran of the genre. Don't bother if you're a casual like me unless you're
getting this game on a bargain.. NOTICE: I was provided a key for Beta Testing to discover Gameplay and User Interface bugs
about a month before EA Launch.

Shepherd of the Abyss takes well known Tower Defense mechanics and provides a heafty twist. Allowing you to building your
towers in any location on your map to direct the flow of monsters coming from the portal. But there is more, you can select
monsters for their next wave and heroes. The Heroes (Shepherds) you control with hotkey abilities. Allowing you to freeze
towers, spawn waves of spiders, or even heal your wave monsters.

These changes make for some fun gameplay and removes the wait to see your results on how well your towers tackeled the wave
as there is some skill involved in making the best use of your Shepherd's abilities.

Positives:
Great twist on an existing style of gameplay (Tower Defense)
Added mechanics (Heroes)
Wave Control - you control what comes out of your opponent's portal!

Negatives:
UI needs some more work
Heroes can be slightly confusing when you have 3 active at a time

Overall - Its worth picking up if you have a friend who wants to play too!
. The best 90's arcade shooter since arcade's in the 90's

If you are even remotely interested in shoot-em-ups just go and buy it. If like me you love and crave shoot-em-ups go and buy it,
something special awaits you. The attention to detail to the design aesthetic is astounding. It looks, feels and sounds just like
something that would of launched on the MVS or put out by Taito in the early 90's. The programmer has even included slight
graphical stutters on the overlapped parallax scrolling to mimic hardware of the era. I love this game. one small suggestion to
make it perfect is that it need s a CRT\/scanline filter. it has a smoothing option but no scanline which i thought was a little odd,
and maybe to create the whole arcade feature it could of had an enter credits function. Minors, very minor gripes aside i give
this a 9\/10. Add the scanlines and i'd make it a perfect score.

Its fast, fluid, fun and engaging. Everything a good shooter ought to be.. I liked the art and minimalistic approach, but gameplay
is not for the people whose not so called "speedrunners" (which i am not anymore). I think will pass this one..Really want to like
it though.. BEAWARE ADDICTIVE****

"KickBeat Steam Edition is FUN FUN FUN till your fingers bleed!"

I used to play Guitar Hero on the PS2 and PS3, and now I have a match for the PC platform that can make you loose track of
time!

5* for this game!
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